Picturing the body in spatial neglect
Descending a staircase Spatial neglect-a syndrome in which there is asymmetric perception, orienting, or response associated with functional disability 1 -has a potentially devastating effect on self-care and safety after stroke. Still, it frequently goes unrecognized. 2 How is this possible? A tremendously disabling disorder should be easy to detect. In this issue of Neurology ® , Rousseaux et al. 3 present a study that may give us an inkling of the problem: we may be assessing the eyes, but not the body.
Clinician neurologists (and even researchers), burdened by a simplistic, unitary visual model of spatial neglect after right brain stroke, may overlook disabling neglect symptoms that lie outside the visual domain. A model that considers neglect as a visual deficit in detecting left-sided stimuli, assumed to rapidly resolve over days and weeks, is a blunt instrument for dissecting the mechanisms through which this disorder exerts a profound, adverse effect on recovery of mobility and adaptive body movement. Rousseaux et al. help us build a more valid, multimodal spatial neglect model that integrates visual, somesthetic, and vestibular input as well as the representation of the body in space. The investigators used 2 straightforward tasks, potentially adaptable to the bedside, to assess the ability to judge verticality (an integrative computation presumably requiring visuovestibular input as well as multimodal internal representations) and the ability to locate the body's midsagittal line in forward space-subjective straight ahead, a task potentially sensitive to disturbance of the body schema or dyschiria. 4, 5 Although these prior reports associated distortion of the 3-dimensional representation of the body and its position in space with spatial neglect, this kind of assessment is substantially different from the typical paper-and-pencil neglect testing many of us were trained to use.
The authors find a relationship between the subjective body midline and postural disturbance, consistent with the suggestions of Bonnier, Head, and Holmes. 6 Their findings add to a growing literature suggesting that important components of spatial neglect, independently contributing to disability, are body-based exploratory movements and postural deficits. 7 Further, they find that systematic errors in subjective verticality judgments were associated with primarily posterior spatial cortical/ subcortical networks. Errors on the subjective straight ahead task were associated with both posterior and anterior (dorsolateral premotor) cortical regions, consistent with a possible contribution of motor-intentional "aiming" spatial systems to the body-midline indication task.
The 2 spatial judgments reported by Rousseaux et al. 3 were associated with damage to different and specific brain networks. This selectivity of a spatial performance indicator may be pragmatically as well as theoretically important. The traditional approach of large observational studies and rehabilitative intervention research in spatial neglect has been to use composite neglect measures, sampling many areas of spatial performance, to quantify deficit severity nonspecifically and create a merged, global impairment score. In contrast, assessing specific impairments such as errors in judging the subjective straight ahead creates the opportunity to use a biomarker deficit in predicting future posture-driven adverse events. Right brain stroke survivors with neglect may be unable to participate in a conventional safety risk assessment, performed in the clinic by taking a history of falls or other accidents: unawareness of deficit prevents them from reporting these past events. 8 Thus, drilling down on behavioral biomarkers might be a more objective outpatient method for identifying patients at highest fall risk. Assessing body-centered bias and directional hypokinesia or spatial "aiming" bias can also help us focus on patients in whom these deficits are an appropriate target for treatment. 9, 10 Biomarker deficits might then be a valid means to track patient progress in rehabilitation.
Rousseaux et al. assist us in forming a foundation for translational stroke care, generating data we can leverage to reduce in-hospital and community stroke morbidity. Most stroke clinicians do not prioritize assessment and treatment of spatial neglect because of the misconception that motor recovery is completely separate from spatial function, and the idea that spatial neglect recovers quickly and completely. Stroke survivors with neglect in this study were on average 2 months postevent, and still manifested both spatial and postural deficits. Postural control is a critical first step to regaining independence; a number of adverse "never events" may be more common in neglect, and are of greatest concern during the 1-3 months poststroke period; finally, neglect is reliably associated with longer acute hospital stay and greater stroke care expense. Enforcing processes that mark quality stroke care is a focus for improving activities at many institutions, organizations, and agencies. We can bring quality to our practice as thinking clinicians by analyzing even mundane safety problems with strong theory, which can be translated to behavioral biomarkers, a better understanding of assessment, and poststroke treatments for spatial and other cognitive disorders.
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